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!
"Overview of Today

Linguistical Learnings 

Bio about me 

(American) Sign Language 

ASLCore and developing signs 

What this is not: learning about Deaf-ness/Deaf-culture. A good start 
is Johanna Lucht’s presentation: https://prezi.com/7ihdmei1trcq/
working-with-deaf-people-full/ 

# I am not a licensed linguist.

�2Let’s get started

$ https://peer.asee.org/32676
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CERN DGPIPhysics 
Chair

Me

Florida to Santa Cruz
Grew up oral 
Found out I was Deaf when I 
was 3 years old 
Hearing family (only one in 
extended family who is d/Deaf) 
Lots of solutions tried for 
access in education: 

FM system 
note takers 
CART (started in senior  
year of college) 
ASL interpreters (started in 
graduate school)
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Deaf % Deaf PhD



CERN

Exhibit in ASL at the CERN museum 
(Microcosm): https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=BaGjAruqFec 
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Let’s talk about 
this video more

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BaGjAruqFec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BaGjAruqFec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BaGjAruqFec


Signed Language
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Sign Language
70 million people in the world who use sign language to communicate 

Just like spoken languages, sign language is different from country to country 
ASL, LSF, DGS, LIS, NZSL, Auslan, BSL, etc… 

Sign languages have their own grammar 
English (Subject-Object-Verb) vs ASL (Time-Subject-Verb-Object) 
EXAMPLE: “The boy threw the ball.” vs “BALL, BOY THROW” / “BOY THROW 
BALL” 
TOPICALIZATION: “She gave me money.” vs “MONEY? she-GIVE-me” 

Sign language uses signs, facial expression, gestures, and body language 

Each sign is composed of five parameters. Altering one parameter changes the 
entire meaning 

Handshape (HS), Palm Orientation (PO), Location, Movement, and Facial 
Expressions (NMS) 
EXAMPLE: cool/apple/Bronx/ask/need/must/manage/scar/etc…
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& https://www.lifeprint.com/asl101/pages-layout/grammar.htm 

https://www.lifeprint.com/asl101/pages-layout/grammar.htm


Handshapes
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& https://www.realsasl.com/ 

https://www.realsasl.com/


Other Parameters
Palm Orientation 

Outward 
Inward 
Left 
Right 
Up 
Down 

Location 
Heads 
Shoulders 
Eyes 
Nose 
Ears 
Chin 
Forehead 

Movement 
Circular 
Up and down 
Wiggle 
Tapping 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“T” vs BathroomMother vs FatherSet-up vs Help

Non-manual markers



Phonology and Parameters

Matter is made up of 
elementary particles 

proton: up, up, down 

neutron: up, down, down 

Signs are built up using 
parameters 

mother: HS5, PO-left, chin 

father: HS5, PO-left, 
forehead
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Elementary particles are the building blocks of matter. 

The five parameters are the building blocks of signs.



Developing Physics Signs
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Access Difficulties
Interpreters don’t often have PhDs in STEM! 

Interpretation of meaning (ASL) vs transliteration of what is said (PSE) 
PSE relies heavily on Deaf client to fill in the information 
EXAMPLE: “why not?” vs “y0”; “light particle” or other homonyms like “Lead” 

Direction of translation/interpretation 
Signs correlate with meaning, not English words/phrases 
Interpreters not familiar with content may not be able to voice Deaf client accurately 
EXAMPLE: “particle crash” 
Deaf client switches from ASL to PSE to ensure communication or voice themselves, heavy 
load on the interpreter 

Lack of signed vocabularies, rely heavily on contextual information 
Heavy cognitive load on both the interpreter and Deaf client 
EXAMPLE: No sign for dark matter, so sign #DM to refer to “that word that looks like D— M—“
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' Lack of concepts (for Deaf) and lack of vocabulary (for interpreters)



ASLCore

Focus on developing concepts/signs for first-year core college courses 

Alternatives to ASLCore exist such as  
ASLClear (K-12 education focus) [https://clear.aslstem.com/app/#/] 
STEM forum (no focus, user-contributed) [https://
aslstem.cs.washington.edu/] 

Teams are composed of: 
DEAF CONTENT EXPERT(S): knows the concepts of the content 
DEAF LANGUAGE MASTERS: knows the linguistics, language, and translation 
INTERPRETER CONSULTANTS: brings experience of interpreting these 
concepts in classrooms
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& https://aslcore.org/ 

https://clear.aslstem.com/app/#/
https://aslstem.cs.washington.edu/
https://aslstem.cs.washington.edu/
https://aslcore.org/


Concepts developed (I)

PARTICLES: Closed small C, champagne flick multiple 

STANDARD MODEL: NDH O PO side, DH 4 GRID-
TABLE 

RADIATE/RADIATION: 2H A HS TOGETHER to 5 
wiggle outwards
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Concepts developed (II)

ENERGY: bent-L, shake 

LUMINOSITY: NDH B PO up, DH AND HS open-twist 
to 5 HS (make sure DH palm always touch) 

COLLISION (Quantum Physics): Moving FLAT O to 
Open-Hand 5 twist (make sure back of hands are 
touching at the end of the sign)
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Expansion Example (I)

In physics, radiation is the emission or transmission of 
energy in the form of waves or particles through space 
or through a material medium. This includes: 

Radiation (from sun) 
Heat radiation (from surface) 
Light radiation (from antennae) 
Gravitational radiation (from heavy masses 
oscillating/colliding)
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Key features: classifiers, contextualization



Expansion Example (II)

What are atoms? Atoms are atomic particles that have 
many properties and are composed of three different 
subatomic particles: electrons, protons, and neutrons. 
The electrons form the atom’s “cloudy” atmosphere. At 
the center of an atom is the nucleus where all the 
protons and neutrons live. Are protons and neutrons 
elementary particles? Nope, they can be broke up into 
even smaller particles. For example, the proton is made 
of three quarks: up, up, down.
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Key features: “cinematic ASL”



Summary
# Just because I grew up oral doesn’t mean it works for everyone! 

Translation into ASL is into a new language and a new modality (spoken to visual) 
Visual components of signed languages make it a rich medium for more robust 
understanding of concepts 
Making this translation into a new modality also forces us to think about the 
deeper meaning behind words 

Spoken English alone doesn’t provide any visual language for describing 
STEM concepts unless paired with visual aids or whiteboards or slides 

Signed languages have this “built” in 

Future of ASLCore is currently unknown due to lack of funding/support to 
continue beyond this year 

There isn't any such thing as an official sign. 
These signs are new, not widely known. 
They're prototypes and it's really the community who decides whether they'll get 
picked up more broadly or not.
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